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SYNOPSIS
Currency fluctuations affect the rand revenues of all exports of mineral commodities, as well as influencing their

price on local markets. Of the more than 50 mineral commodities produced by South Africa, about 75 per cent
derive 40 to 100 per cent of their revenues from exports. .

Although supply and demand are largely beyond its control, management can maximize its revenues despite
fluctuating overseas prices and exchange rates by using the right market at the right time. Management can operate
in the futures markets, which involve a specific commitment to deliver a specific quantity of a standardized com-
modity at a set time in the future and at a price that is determined on a futures exchange in open auction; or
management can use the options market, in which a producer can insure against the risk of a falling price by taking
out a put-option, which gives the holder the right (but not the obligation) to sell the commodity at a stated price at
an agreed time in the future. In the forward markets, management has three available tools; forward currency trans-
actions, trading of currency options, and money market hedges.

Revenues, currencies of exchange earnings, purchasing power of the rand, and world price trends are shown in
over 40 diagrams and tables for the main mineral commodities produced in South Africa.

SAMEVATTING
Geldskommelinge raak die randinkomste van alle uitvoere van mineraalgoedere en be'invloed ook hul prys op die

plaaslike markte. Van die 50 mineraalgoedere wat Suid-Afrika produseer, verkry ongeveer 75 persent 40 to 100
persent van hul inkomste uit uitvoere.

Hoewel aanbod en aanvraag in 'n groot mate buite sy beheer is, kan die bestuur sy inkomste, ten spyte van
skommelende oorsese pryse en wisselkoerse, maksimaliseer deur op die regte tyd van die regte mark gebruik te
maak. Die bestuur kan in die termynmark optree wat 'n spesifieke verpligting behels om 'n spesifieke hoeveelheid
van 'n gestandaardiseerde artikel op 'n vasgestelde tyd in die toekoms en teen 'n prys wat op 'n oop veiling op 'n
termynbeurs bepaal word, te fewer; of die bestuur kan die opsiemerk gebruik waarin die koper teen die risiko van
'n dalende prys kan verseker deur 'n verkoopopsie uit te neem wat die houer die rag (maar nie 'n verpligting nie)
gee om die artikel op 'n ooreengekome tyd in die toekoms teen 'n aangeduide prys te verkoop. Die bestuur het drie
middele tot sy beskikking in die termynmarkte: termyngeldtransaksies, handel in geldopsies, en prysdekking van
die geldmark.

Die tendense wat betref inkomste, geldeenhede van wisselkoersverdienstes, koopkrag van die rand en die
wereldprys, word in meer as 40 diagramme en tabelle vir die vernaamste mineraalgoedere wat in Suid-Afrika
geproduseer word, aangegee.

The selection of a subject for this address took some
thought. However, with the recent dramatic changes in the
exchange rate between the V.S. dollar and the rand, and
the fall in the gold price, the choice of this subject was
opportune. As a result, I hope that the contents will be of
interest, especially to those who are not directly involved in
the marketing of mineral products and in the handling of
foreign currencies.

SOUTH AFRICAN MARKETS AND REVENUES

In February 1983, a major change in exchange control
was introduced in South Africa with the abolition of the
financial rand and with non-residents being allowed to
freely repatriate invested funds.

In September 1983, a second change was introduced
when gold mines were paid for their gold by the South
African Reserve Bank in V.S. dollars deposited in a foreign
account, rather than in rands paid in South Africa. New
rules were made for currency dealing to add to the previous
permission to hedge mineral commodities on futures
markets. Reserve Bank control of exchange rates was. Anglovaal Limited, 56 Main Street, Johannesburg, 2001.
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loosened, resulting in greater fluctuations in the value of
the rand, with the Reserve Bank intervening only when it
thought the market was moving too quickly and not in line
with the real value.

Many South African mining companies have been
involved for many years in marketing their products over-
seas, and have therefore been directly involved in the
complications of commodity prices quoted and paid for in
foreign currencies. However, with the recent changes, the
decisions have become more complicated and far larger
sums of money are involved for the mining houses with
revenues from gold mining.

A rate of inflation consistently higher than those of South
Africa's major trading partners, compounded by a weak
gold price, has resulted in a steady weakening of the rand
with time. In the shorter term there are week-to-week, day-
to-day, or hour-to-hour fluctuations in the key randlU.S.
dollar rate within the weakening trend. These shorter-term
fluctuations are caused by a variety of factors, including the
gold price, and the supply and demand of dollars on the
local market. Much of the fall in the rand in late June and
July was probably caused by a shortage of dollars from the
gold proceeds of companies with June as their financial-
year end. This was compounded by a demand for dollars
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that could have been higher as a result of the squaring up of
six-month or year-end positions and that was then aggra-
vated, as the exchange rate dropped, by exporters trying to
close out dollar forward-exchange contracts, by borrowers
trying to buy dollars to meet foreign loan commitments,
and by importers trying to reduce the cost of their imports.
The situation would have been aggravated by the deficit in
the balance of payments.

These long- and short-term currency fluctuations affect
the rand revenues for all exports, and they affect the costs
that are incurred in foreign currencies.

In addition to affecting exports, rand exchange rates can
influence the price of mineral commodities sold in rands on
the local market. If the price used is based on an inter-
national price, this is converted to rands at the appropriate
exchange rate to set prices for the local contract.

To all these currency effects must be added the effects of
the price changes in commodities. Some of the major
metallic minerals have well-established international
markets where paper transactions can be concluded to
offset price risk, but most do not. All ofthese commodities
have varying degrees of price volatility.

This address touches on three main areas. The first area
is the importance to a large proportion of South African
mineral producers, irrespective of their size, of commodity
prices quoted in foreign currencies. The second area
examines the actions that can be taken by mineral
producers to protect their rand revenues, to reduce costs,
or to earn extra profits by using the currency tools made
available by the Reserve Bank. The third covers some
aspects of rand exchange rates and fluctuations in the
commodity prices of minerals important to South Africa.

South African Mineral Production

South Africa produces well over 50 mineral com-
modities, of which over 40 have annual revenues exceeding
1 million rands. Of these, 32 have annual revenues of over
10 million rands. Table I shows the revenue categories for
1983 for the important minerals produced by South Africa.
Because some information is classified, 'Miscellaneous'

includes the platinum-group metals, uranium, cobalt,
antimony since 1981, and vanadium since 1978, all of which
have annual revenues of more than 10 million rands. As can
be seen, all the metallic minerals had revenues of more than
10 million rands during 1983.

Table 11was drawn up from official statistics published or
recently released by the Minerals Bureau 1. It shows, for
1974 to 1983, the total revenues earned by the sale of
mineral products together with the percentages of the
revenue that came from exports.

Major trends in the earnings of different commodities
can be seen in Table Ill, in which the revenue for each year
has been indexed with the 1974 figures as a base. The index
is based on revenues expressed in real 1974 terms, the
South African consumer price index (SA CrI) being used
as a deflator. The choice of 1974 is arbitrary and can be
misleading. Gold revenue (Fig. 1) is a good example ofthis
since 1974 was the year in which the gold price reached a
cyclical peak and was therefore above the trend line. If the
figures for 1976, when gold reached a cyclical bottom, had
been used as a base, the index in 1983 would have increased
from 1,31 to 1,65.

The effects on revenue of the opening of Black Mountain
in 1979 can be seen in the figures for silver, lead, and zinc,
with increases for 1983 of 225, 187, and 89 per cent respec-
tively (Figs. 2 and 3). The changing patterns over the years
for these three commodities are caused by changing sales
volumes and by changing rand prices. The peak index value
for silver in 1980 was due to high silver prices in dollar and
rand terms when the Hunt family tried to corner the silver
market, and has remained high because of the increased
production. The lead price peaked in 1979, but the index
peaked in 1981 with the build-up in production. The decline
in the index since then has been due to reduced demand and
lower prices. The zinc price in real terms peaked in 1975
and, even with the recent rise, has not reached those levels
again in dollar or in rand terms. These price factors are
discussed later.

The growth in the chromium market and its subsequent
weakness are shown by a peak increase of 253 per cent in

TABLE!
MINERAL REVENUES FOR 1983

< 1 1-5 5-10 10--25 25-50 50--100
Annual revenue, R x 106

'Miscellaneous includes platinum-group metals, uranium, cobalt, antimony, and vanadium
tMetallic minerals

100-500 500--1000 > 1000
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Fig. 1 - Percentage fluctuations in the revenue in real terms
from gold (base 1974)

Fig. 2 - Percentage fluctuations in the revenue in real terms
from silver (base 1974)
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1974 1975 1976 1977

Export Export Export Export
Total revenue Total revenue Total revenue Total revenue

revenue %of revenue %of revenue %of revenue %of
R(OOO's) total R(OOO's) total R(OOO's) total R(OOO's) total

L Precious
Gold 2619813 100,0 2560395 100,0 2380170 100,0 2814991 100,0
Silver 8208 N/A* 10012 N/A* 10618 N/A* 12607 N/A*
Diamonds 142962 N/A* 174221 N/A* 215073 N/A* 257593 N/A*

2. Metallic minerals
Antimony concentrate 19428 99,4 22275 50,0 22328 77,6 17 666 51,1
Chromium: ore, concentrate, and sand 19700 75,5 40833 70,1 60841 63,5 97794 63,2
Copper 223257 61,6 146308 62,3 171795 67,1 209230 74,8
Iron ore: hematite 29700 53,0 35747 52,9 50159 54,8 197261 83,5

magnetite 5431 71,8 6366 67,2 9934 56,6 8260 56,4
Lead concentrate 152 100,0 160 100,0 259 100,0 NIL -
Manganese ore: metallurgical and

chemical 78269 85,7 102054 83,5 131309 84,0 119589 81,9
Nickel 47398 72,7 61623 85,5 80620 84,0 87298 86,1
Tin 11 904 59,9 12714 65,5 14579 65,4 24118 76,1
Titanium NIL - NIL - NIL - NIL -
Vanadium 27141 99,0 38001 100,0 49742 100,0 52649 100,0
Zirconium minerals 1834 78,2 1392 82,9 943 100,0 3375 100,0
Zinc 8236 56,2 14886 62,4 22344 58,9 19650 41,8

3. Non-metallicminerals
Andalusite 1770 44,1 3057 40,6 3453 31,0 9499 65,4
Asbestos 54212 95,0 91542 94,8 117648 95,1 137777 96,8
Coal: bituminous 183733 5,7 288272 6,6 476699 15,4 694626 28,7

anthracite 16247 68,8 27863 65,3 41078 72,8 60780 81,1
Feldspar 902 12,7 1152 10,5 1288 13,5 1286 9,3
Fluorspar 5224 88,7 7813 86,1 19012 92,6 17720 91,0
Gypsum 1740 7,6 1768 9,8 1726 8,3 1704 6,3
Limestone, dolomite 29060 2,1 38993 2,0 50279 2,0 62570 1,6
Magnesite 988 0 1623 0 1582 0 1466 0
Mica 459 86,1 389 79,4 297 80,1 512 82,4
Mineral pigments 261 54,0 353 23,5 264 21,2 254 33,1
Phosphate 17276 4,0 24813 1,0 26565 0,7 44568 0,2
Pyrophyllite 733 70,0 874 43,1 666 60,5 399 28,6
Salt 4808 3,3 6158 2,6 6781 14,9 7713 4,3
Semi-precious stones: emerald 516 100,0 440 100,0 804 100,0 773 100,0
Silica 4372 3,2 5599 1,1 7506 0,6 7466 2,2
Sillimanite 1083 99,9 1086 97,4 1309 94,0 1651 90,4
Sulphur: all forms 3836 0 5069 0 9136 0 9791 0
Vermiculite 3922 96,9 5819 97,3 6246 97,5 5861 96,8

4. Dimension and building stone
Granite, nonte 10691 93,9 10180 84,9 11184 82,5 19189 83,5
Marble 112 50,0 91 61,5 116 96,6 210 74,8
Quartzite 138 91,3 180 90,6 272 82,0 408 94,1
Slate, siltstone 1828 18,5 1657 18,5 1509 33,4 1198 27,8

5. Clays
Bentonite 1185 5,6 1340 5,7 1631 5,0 1810 2,4
Fire clay 931 0 1793 0 1034 0 1037 3,6
Flint clay 4610 88,9 4822 78,6 3594 65,6 5260 67,7
Kaolin 662 4,1 1092 1,1 1423 2,2 1525 1,2

6. Miscellaneous 333731 81,6 374048 78,0 454756 81,2 510904 83,8

TOTALS 1. Precious 2770983 - 2744628 - 2605861 - 3085 191 -
2. Metallicminerals 472450 70,5 482359 72,3 614853 74,2 836890 78,0
3. Non-metallicminerals 331142 26,2 512683 27,6 772339 31,8 1066416 38,9
4. Dimension and building stone 12769 82,7 12108 75,7 13 081 77,0 21005 80,4
5. Clays 7388 56,7 9047 42,9 7682 32,2 9632 38,0
6. Miscellaneous 333731 81,6 374048 78,0 454756 81,2 510904 83,8

GRAND TOTAL 3928463 88,5x 4 134873 85,6x 4468572 82,6x 5530038 83,2x

TAE
TOTAI MINFR AI. REVENUES FROM EXPORTS AND LOCAL:

*N/A - Statisticsnot available
@

- Classified
x - Assumes 100% silver and diamonds are exported
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1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Export Export Export Export Export Export
Total revenue Total revenue Total revenue Total revenue Total revenue Total revenue

revenue %of revenue %of revenue %of revenue %of revenue %of revenue %of
R(OOO's) total R(OOO's) total R(OOO's) total R(OOO's) total R(OOO's) total R(OOO's) total

3900033 100,0 5842003 100,0 10369611 100,0 8556613 100,0 8779328 100,0 10 180209 100,0
14695 N/A* 29873 N/A* 82521 N/A* 55822 N/A* 51712 N/A* 79342 95,7

445788 NIA * 547372 N/A* 552702 N/A* 339915 N/A* 341609 N/A* 525217 100,0

10881 25,9 21636 54,9 13 733 23,3 @* - @* - @* -
88445 69,2 89191 58,4 90276 55,4 86304 61,3 74421 61,8 89910 44,6

210296 70,1 294474 64,8 299605 49,7 286330 49,6 298574 54,1 151137 61,1
214177 76,7 286848 77,0 288636 65,8 342750 63,1 354888 66,2 298599 59,2

5558 13,4 6981 0 7505 0 10329 0 11432 0 11321 0
NIL - NIL - 32280 100,0 42773 100,0 38425 100,0 28431 100,0

114801 76,0 174634 74,0 145486 74,9 165645 70,8 191714 70,3 110219 77,7
32056 73,5 42437 77,7 65295 82,2 68127 84,6 49681 80,5 53287 76,9
29973 74,6 29362 68,6 38424 45,9 30575 45,7 38048 57,3 34785 70,0

4282 75,6 10 256 68,5 13 780 67,6 16008 71,3 17836 72,7 16664 64,4
@* - @* - @* - @* - @* - @* -

5214 99,0 11 757 99,0 13300 94,9 13010 96,4 20141 97,6 25834 97,1
14920 28,0 16676 29,1 17305 18,3 29536 20,5 38925 35,9 46237 11,1

8953 56,8 12138 55,1 17706 61,0 16235 38,1 15553 59,0 13872 56,8
113188 95,0 107048 94,6 102147 91,1 117335 91,5 107730 91,2 113279 94,2
806291 33,4 1 044 772 41,2 1371313 42,8 1917 594 42,1 2481766 44,4 2463033 43,4

68158 81,3 98 602 79,9 123703 81,3 196544 86,0 100955 83,3 76798 82,2
1911 13,7 2016 13,4 2551 8,8 3334 7,3 3411 4,6 3500 1,7

23312 92,5 30219 92,9 36673 93,0 48054 94,2 29468 89,8 30744 90,4
1960 1,3 2253 1,0 3158 0,3 4709 0,6 5393 0,7 6062 0,7

79213 1,6 93434 2,3 119051 2,2 142561 1,8 184325 1,3 162493 1,9
1215 0 2623 0 2492 0 1899 1,3 2687 0 1990 1,4

586 81,9 541 64,7 741 59,6 697 61,7 709 54,4 770 53,9
256 31,3 439 21,6 403 29,8 317 18,9 345 19,7 366 12,8

51067 0 62792 0,2 69 134 0,1 64 207 1,0 75514 8,4 74271 16,8
1037 73,2 1562 82,7 698 72,9 1117 84,9 781 64,8 636 58,3

10713 8,3 13247 11,6 14043 10,7 17191 12,4 20330 9,2 24842 15,4
736 99,7 1264 99,4 510 100,0 743 100,0 595 100,0 1030 100,0

8346 1,4 12496 1,3 16742 1,8 17730 1,7 17341 1,8 17759 0,4
1706 88,0 2811 75,8 2968 78,4 2642 74,1 2020 69,5 800 59,8
8441 6,6 8522 1,0 24871 6,5 36133 6,1 41842 2,9 48002 1,2
7487 97,5 7101 97,4 7997 97,2 12816 97,2 13013 97,1 10815 96,0

15623 95,5 16810 93,1 18712 92,3 20737 90,4 20359 90,6 28307 92,8
228 92,1 328 92,7 184 85,9 186 62,9 448 19,9 361 10,8
396 95,5 410 91,2 313 88,8 375 93,9 308 87,3 270 84,8

1924 52,1 2549 62,3 3837 59,2 4582 50,5 4374 51,8 4747 49,9

2174 1,4 2837 0,9 3650 1,0 2217 2,1 1258 3,3 1501 0,7
1388 0 1686 0 1215 0 1823 0 1502 0 1328 0
5835 65,1 6704 66,4 8474 55,1 11 220 36,3 7063 54,5 5414 47,8
2153 0,6 2412 0,7 3535 0,7 7734 0,3 4125 0,6 4875 0,4

560549 83,4 827235 86,5 1006839 81,3 948427 78,1 998876 78,2 1041186 90,7

4360516 - 6419248 - 11 004 834 - 8952350 - 9172649 - 10784768 100,0
730603 71,5 984252 69,2 1025625 61,4 1091387 61,7 1134085 63,8 1066424 61,1

1194576 39,6 1503880 44,0 1916901 44,0 2601858 44,6 3103778 43,4 3051062 42,9
18171 90,9 20097 89,1 23046 88,7 25880 83,2 25489 82,7 33685 85,8x
11 550 33,3 13 639 32,9 16874 28,0 22994 18,0 13 948 28,1 13118 19,9

560 549 83,4 827235 86,5 1006839 81,3 948427 78,1 998876 78,2 1041186 90,7

6875965 85,Ox 9768351 87,Ox 14994119 88,8x 13642896 84,7x 14448825 83,4x 15990243 85,8

Ell
.LES, AND PERCENTAGES OF EXPORT REVENUE: 1974-1983
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1977, which dropped to 53 per cent in 1983 (Fig. 4). The
Sishen-Saldanha scheme was brought into operation in
1976, and in 1977 revenue from hematite showed a large
jump to a gain of 373 per cent, which dropped to 238 per
cent in 1983 (Fig. 5).

Revenue from bituminous coal increased from 1976,
when the Richards Bay export terminal was opened, to 410
per cent higher in 1982, but dropped in 1983 (Fig. 6).

Weakness in the fluorspar market in 1982/83 can be seen
from Fig. 7, and the weakness over a period of years in the
manganese (Fig. 8) and nickel (Fig. 9) markets is very clear.
Revenue from manganese dropped .by 53 per cent after
increasing by 33 per cent in 1976. Nickel was worse still,

with a drop of 62 per cent from 1974 after a peak of more
than 35 per cent in 1976.

Other examples of changing revenues can be seen from
Tables 11and Ill. These variations are caused by changes in
demand (both short- and long-term), in price (either over-
seas or local), in exchange rates, and in South African
mining operations and infrastructure. For 1983, out of the
41 mineral commodities listed in Table Ill, 19 had lower
rand revenues in real terms than in 1974. This is 46 per cent
of the commodities, and 1983 was the worst year listed. The
figures for 1982 to 1975 are 17, 14, 15, 10, 16, 10, 15 and 13
respectively, although the total number of commodities
varies from year to year.

Although Table III contains the effects of new produc-
tion or new markets opening up and mines closing down, it
clearly demonstrates how strongly real revenues for each
commodity can vary from year to year. In current terms,
these changes are accentuated even more.

The importance of revenue from exports is shown in
Table IV, where for 1974 to 1983 commodities are listed in
order of the percentages of revenue derived from exports
for 1983. Including some of the important minerals
grouped under 'Miscellaneous', at least 31 of the com-
modities produced by South Africa had 40 per cent or more
of their total revenue derived from exports. A further 5
earned 10 to 17 per cent of their revenue from exports, and
the rest earned less than 2 per cent. The 1983 figure for
diamonds (the only one given) appears anomalous because
probably about 50 per cent of the revenue is derived from
sales to local diamond-cutters.

This does not tell the whole story since the statistics given
so far cover only ores and concentrates. The importance to
the industry of exports becomes even greater when the
processed mineral products (ferro-alloys, zinc metal, and
'Other') are taken into account. The revenues earned from
these exports are given in Table V(a). As can be seen by

IRaN
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Fig. 10- Export revenue from main minerals
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Commodity 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

1. Precious
Gold 1,00 0,86 0,72 0,76 0,96 1,27 1,98 1,42 1,26 1,31
Silver 1,00 1,07 1,02 1,10 1,15 2,07 5,01 2,94 2,38 3,25
Diamonds 1,00 1,07 1,19 1,28 2,00 2,17 1,93 1,03 0,90 1,23

2. Metallic minerals
Antimony concentrate 1,00 1,01 0,91 0,65 0,36 0,63 0,35 * * *
Chromium: ore, concentrate, and sand 1,00 1,82 2,45 3,53 2,88 2,57 2,28 1,90 1,43 1,53
Copper 1,00 0,58 0,61 0,67 0,60 0,75 0,67 0,55 0,51 0,53
Iron ore: hematite 1,00 1,06 1,34 4,73 4,63 5,48 4,85 5,00 4,51 3,38

magnetite 1,00 1,03 1,45 1,08 0,66 0,73 0,69 0,82 0,79 0,70
Lead concentrate 1,00 0,93 1,35 o o 0,11 105,92 121,83 95,42 62,87
Manganese ore: metallurgical and

chemical 1,00 1,15 1,33 1,09 0,94 1,27 0,93 0,92 0,92 0,47
Nickel 1,00 1,15 1,35 1,31 0,44 0,51 0,69 0,62 0,40 0,38
Tin 1,00 0,94 0,97 1,45 1,62 1,40 1,61 1,11 1,21 0,98
Titanium NIL NIL NIL NIL 1,00 2,12 2,50 2,52 2,45 2,04
Vanadium 1,00 1,23 1,45 1,38

* * * * * *
Zirconium minerals 1,00 0,67 0,40 1,31 1,82 3,64 3,62 3,07 4,14 4,74
Zinc 1,00 1,59 2,15 1,70 1,16 1,15 1,05 1,55 1,79 1,89

3. Non-metallic minerals
Andalusite 1,00 1,52 1,55 3,83 3,25 3,89 4,99 3,91 3,32 2,64
Asbestos 1,00 1,49 1,72 1,81 1,34 1,12 0,94 0,94 0,75 0,70
Coal: bituminous 1,00 1,38 2,05 2,69 2,82 3,23 3,72 4,52 5,10 4,51

anthracite 1,00 1,51 2,01 2,66 2,70 3,45 3,80 5,24 2,34 1,59
Feldspar 1,00 1,13 1,13 1,02 1,36 1,27 1,41 1,60 1,43 1,30
Fluorspar 1,00 1,32 2,89 2,42 2,87 3,28 3,50 3,98 2,13 1,98
Gypsum 1,00 0,90 0,79 0,70 0,73 0,73 0,90 1,17 1,17 1,17
Limestone, dolomite 1,00 1,18 1,37 1,53 1,75 1,83 2,04 2,13 2,39 1,88
Magnesite 1,00 1,44 1,27 1,05 0,79 1,50 1,26 0,83 1,03 0,68
Mica 1,00 0,75 0,52 0,80 0,82 0,67 0,80 0,66 0,58 0,56
Mineral pigments 1,00 1,19 0,80 0,69 0,63 0,95 0,77 0,52 0,50 0,47
Phosphate 1,00 1,27 1,22 1,84 1,90 2,06 1,99 1,61 1,65 1,45
Pyrophyllite 1,00 1,05 0,72 0,38 0,91 1,21 0,47 0,66 0,40 0,29
Salt 1,00 1,13 1,12 1,14 1,43 1,57 1,46 1,55 1,60 1,74
Semi-precious stones: emerald 1,00 0,75 1,24 1,07 0,92 1,39 0,49 0,62 0,43 0,67
Silica 1,00 1,13 1,36 1,22 1,23 1,62 1,91 1,76 1,50 1,36
Sillimanite 1,00 0,88 0,96 1,08 1,02 1,48 1,37 1,06 0,71 0,25
Sulphur: all forms 1,00 1,16 1,89 1,82 1,41 1,26 3,23 4,08 4,12 4,20
Vermiculite 1,00 1,30 1,26 1,06 1,23 1,03 1,02 1,42 1,25 0,93

4. Dimension and building stone
Granite, norite 1,00 0,84 0,83 1,28 0,94 0,89 0,87 0,84 0,72 0,89
Marble 1,00 0,71 0,82 1,34 1,31 1,66 0,82 0,72 1,51 1,08
Quartzite 1,00 1,15 1,56 2,11 1,84 1,69 1,13 1,18 0,84 0,66
Slate, siltstone 1,00 0,80 0,66 0,47 0,67 0,79 1,05 1,09 0,90 0,87

5. Clays
Bentonite 1,00 1,00 1,09 1,09 1,18 1,36 1,54 0,81 0,40 0,43
Fire clay 1,00 1,70 0,88 0,79 0,96 1,03 0,65 0,85 0,61 0,48
Flint clay 1,00 0,93 0,62 0,81 0,82 0,82 0,92 1,05 0,58 0,39
Kaolin 1,00 1,45 1,71 1,64 2,09 2,07 2,66 5,06 2,35 2,47

6. Miscellaneous 1,00 0,99 1,08 1,09 1,08 1,41 1,51 1,23 1,13 1,05

TOTALS 1. Precious 1,00 0,87 0,75 0,79 1,01 1,32 1,98 1,40 1,25 1,31
2. Metallicminerals 1,00 0,90 1,03 1,26 1,00 1,18 1,08 1,00 0,91 0,76
3. Non-metallic minerals 1,00 1,37 1,85 2,29 2,32 2,58 2,89 3,40 3,54 3,10
4. Dimension and building stone 1,00 0,84 0,81 1,17 0,91 0,89 0,90 0,88 0,75 0,89
5. Clays 1,00 1,07 0,82 0,93 1,00 1,05 1,14 1,35 0,71 0,60
6. Miscellaneous 1,00 0,99 1,08 1,09 1,08 1,41 1,51 1,23 1,13 1,05

GRAND TOTAL 1,00 0,93 0,90 1,00 1,12 1,41 1,91 1,50 1,39 1,37

TABLE III
CHANGES IN TOTAL REVENUES IN REAL TERMS, INDEXED TO 1974

The South African consumerprice indexwas used as a deflator

* - Classified
NIL - No titanium production 1974-1977 inclusive. Figures are indexed to 1978
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Commodity 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Gold 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0
Diamonds NIA N/A N/A N/A N/A NIA N/A N/A N/A 100,0
Lead 100,0 100,0 100,0 NIL NIL NIL 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0
Semi-precious stones: emerald 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 99,7 99,4 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0
Zirconium minerals 78,2 82,9 100,0 100,0 99,0 99,0 94,9 96,4 97,6 97,1

Vermiculite 96,9 97,3 97,5 96,8 97,5 97,4 97,2 97,2 97,1 96,0
Silver N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 95,7
Asbestos 95,0 94,8 95,1 96,8 95,0 94,6 91,1 91,5 91,2 94,2
Granite, norite 93,9 84,9 82,5 83,5 95,5 93,1 92,3 90,4 90,6 92,8
Miscellaneous 81,6 78,0 81,2 83,8 83,4 86,5 81,3 78,1 78,2 90,7

Fluorspar 88,7 86,1 92,6 91,0 92,5 92,9 93,0 94,2 89,8 90,4
Quartzite 91,3 90,6 82,0 94,1 95,5 91,2 88,8 93,9 87,3 84,8
Coal: anthracite 68,8 65,3 72,8 81,1 81,3 79,9 81,3 86,0 83,3 82,2
Manganese ore 85,7 83,5 84,0 81,9 76,0 74,0 74,9 70,8 70,3 77,7
Nickel 72,7 85,5 84,0 86,1 73,5 77,7 82,2 84,6 80,5 76,9

Tin 59,9 65,5 66,4 76,1 74,6 68,6 45,9 45,7 57,3 70,0
Titanium minerals NIL NIL NIL NIL 75,6 68,5 67,6 71,3 72,7 64,4
Copper 61,6 62,3 67,1 74,8 70,1 64,8 49,7 49,6 54,1 61,1
Sillimanite 99,9 97,4 94,0 90,4 88,0 75,8 78,4 74,1 69,5 59,8
Iron ore; hematite 53,0 52,9 54,8 83,5 76,7 77,0 65,8 63,1 66,2 59,2

Pyrophyllite 70,0 43,1 60,5 28,6 73,2 82,7 72,9 84,9 64,8 58,3
Andalusite 44,1 40,6 31,0 65,4 56,8 55,1 61,0 38,1 59,0 56,8
Mica 86,1 79,4 80,1 82,4 81,9 64,7 59,6 61,7 54,4 53,9
Slate, siltstone 18,5 18,5 33,4 27,8 52,1 6p 59,2 50,5 51,8 49,9
Flint clay 88,9 78,6 65,6 67,7 65,1 66,4 55,1 36,3 54,5 47,8

Chromium: ore, concentrate, and sand 75,5 70,1 63,5 63,2 69,2 58,4 55,4 61,3 61,8 44,6
Coal: bituminous 5,7 6,6 15,4 28,7 33,4 41,2 42,8 42,1 44,4 43,4
Phosphate 4,0 1,0 0,7 0,2 0 0,2 0,1 1,0 8,4 16,8
Salt 3,3 2,6 14,9 4,3 8,3 11,6 10,7 12,4 9,2 15,4
Mineral pigments 54,0 23,5 21,2 33,1 31,3 21,6 29,8 18,9 19,7 12,8

Zinc 56,2 62,4 58,9 41,8 28,0 29,1 18,3 20,5 35,9 11,1
Marble 50,0 61,5 96,6 74,8 92,1 92,7 85,9 62,9 19,9 10,8

Antimony concentrate 99,4 50,0 77,6 51,1 25,9 54,9 23,3 . . .
Vanadium 99,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 . . . . . .

Commodity 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Feno-alloys 263745 433975 381280 417360 390409 N/A
Zinc metal 3437 1067 894 485 516 468
Other 138352 230632 238685 203 095 242600 N/A

Total 405534 665674 620859 620940 633525 -------.. ----.-

Commodity 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Feno-alloys 1,0 1,46 1,13 1,06 0,87 N/A
Zinc metal 1,0 0,27 0,20 0,09 0,09 0,Q7
Other 1,0 1,48 1,34 0,99 1,03 N/A

Total 1,0 1,45 1,19 1,03 0,92 -

TABLE IV
EXPORT REVENUE AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL REVENUE: 1974-1983

Commoditypercentages in descendingorder using 1983statistics

NIL - No local or export sales
NIA - Statistics not available.

- Classified
Notes: 1. Other minerals, listed in Table 11and not included in this table, each have a percentage revenue earned from exports in 1983 of less

than 2 per cent. They are not included under Miscellaneous.
2. Miscellaneous includes platinum-group metals, uranium, cobalt, antimony since 1981, and vanadium since 1978 (both dates

inclusive).

TABLE V
EXPORTS OF PROCESSED MINERAL PRODUCTS; 1978-1983

(a) Revenue

(b) Changes in Export Revenue in Real Terms, Indexed to 1978

The South African consumer price index was used as a deflator

N/A-Statistics not available. Also, the figures for 1974--1977 are not available.
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%of Futures
Revenue total market and

Commodity (Rl000's) revenue currency

Gold 10180209 63,67 Yes $
Coal: bituminous 2463033 15,40
Miscellaneous 1041186 6,51 (Pt and Pd) $
Diamonds 525217 3,28
Copper 351137 2,20 Yes £($)

Iron ore: hematite 298599 1,87
Limestone: dolomite 162493 1,02
Asbestos 113279 0,71
Manganese ore 110219 0,69
Chromium: ore, concentrate,

and sand 89910 0,56

Silver 79342 0,50 Yes $(£)
Coal: anthracite 76798 0,48
Phosphate 74271 0,46
Nickel 53287 0,33 Yes £
Sulphur: all forms 48002 0,30

Zinc 46237 0,29 Yes £
Tin 34785 0,22 Yes £
Fluorspar 30744 0,19
Lead 28431 0,18 Yes £
Granite, norite 28307 0,18

Total oftop20 15835486 99,03

Total of all revenue 15990243'

Revenue covered % oftotal
by futures Rl000's of all
marketst revenue

$ 11300737 70,67
£ 513877 3,21

Total 11814614 73,89

TABLE VI
TOTAL REVENUE FOR 1983

(a) Top 20Minerals

'Excludes aggregate and sand.

(b) Futures Markets

tOn the assumption that R450 000 (43,22 per cent) of
Miscellaneous is earned from platinum and
palladium.

Fig. 11 - Export revenue covered by futures markets
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Fig. 13 - Local revenue from minerals

comparison of the 1982 figures with those for 1983 in Table
VII, processed mineral exports are the third most import-
ant if one excludes those under 'Miscellaneous'.

The changes in export revenues in real terms indexed to
1978 are given in Table V(b). The weakness in the revenue
from ferro-alloys matches that from manganese and
chromium ores. The revenue from zinc metal has dropped
drastically as domestic consumption has increased.

The importance to the mining industry of gold revenues
is shown in Tables VI and VII. In 1983, nearly 64 per cent
of the total revenue from minerals was earned by gold, with
this figure increasing to 74,2 per cent of the export revenue
(Fig. 10).

Table VI shows the top 20 revenue earners for 1983,
Table VII the top 20 for exports, and Table VIII the top 20
for local revenue. Nine minerals produced by South Africa



% oftotal Main
Revenue export currencies Futures market

Commodity (Rl000's) revenue for revenue and currency

Gold 10 180 209 74,22 $ Yes $
Coal: bituminous 1069311 7,80 $(D.M., Yen)
Miscellaneous 943978 6,88 $ (PtandPd) $
Diamonds 525217 3,83 $
Copper 214544 1,56 £, $ Yes £($)

Iron ore: hematite 176688 1,29 $
Asbestos 106690 0,78 $
Manganese ore 85661 0,62 $
Silver 75893 0,55 $ Yes $(£)
Coal: anthracite 63116 0,46 $

Nickel 40984 0,30 $ Yes £
Chromium: ore, concentrate, and sand 40086 0,29 $
Lead 28431 0,21 £ Yes £
Fluorspar 27806 0,20 $
Granite, norite 26261 0,19 $

Zirconium minerals 25082 0,18 $(Yen,D.M.)
Tin 24364 0,18 £ (Yen) Yes £
Phosphate 12453 0,09 $
Titanium 10728 0,08 $
Vermiculite 10384 0,08 $

Totaloftop20 13 687 886 99,79

Total of all export revenue 13716287

Revenue covered % of total
by future Rl000's export
markets' revenue

$ 11200080 81,66
£ 308323 2,25

Total 11508403 83,91

% oftotal
Revenue earned Rl000's export

int revenue

$ 13527819 98,62
£ 160067 1,17

Total 13687886 99,79

have. futures markets operating on the LME or Comex. The
most important currency in futures contracts for South
Africa is the dollar (70,7 per cent), with sterling (3,2 per
cent) running a poor second. The important point is that
nearly 74 per cent of all revenue is earned from minerals for
which futures markets are available.

As shown in Fig. 11, a total of 83,9 per cent of export
earnings are covered by futures markets (dollars 81,7 per
cent and sterling 2,3 per cent). The main currencies for
receipts from exports are dollars (98,6 per cent) and
sterling (1,2 per cent), with minor amounts in other curren-
cies (Fig. 12). It should be noted that, although the

important futures market for copper is in sterling, signifi-
cant export contracts are priced in dollars. Silver is
marketed in dollars, even though there is a futures market
in sterling. Nickel is marketed in dollars with a futures
market in sterling. All other export commodities not
covered by futures markets are generally priced in dollars.
Small amounts of revenue are received in Deutsche marks
and in yen, with even smaller quantities in other currencies.

Examination of Table VIII and Fig. 13 shows a different
pattern for revenue from local sales. Only 8,8 per cent is
covered by futures markets - all in sterling (Fig. 14).
Copper is traded on Comex, but the LME is the more

TABLE VII
EXPORT REVENUE FOR 1983

(a) Top 20 Minerals

(b) Futures Markets

'On the assumption that R450 000 (47,67 per cent) of Miscellaneous is earned from
platinum and palladium.

(c) Earnings

tan the assumption that the copper revenue is split 50:50 between £ and $, all the
miscellaneous revenue is in $, and secondary currencies are ignored.
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% oftotal Currency for Futures market
Revenue local determining and currency.

Commodity (Rl000's) revenue revenue Price control

Coal: bituminous 1393722 61,29 Rand Price control
Limestone and dolomite 159338 7,01 Rand
Copper 136593 6,01 £ Yes £($)
Iron ore: hematite 121911 5,36 Rand
Miscellaneous 97208 4,27 Rand, $

Phosphate 61818 2,72 Rand Price control
Chromium: ore, concentrate, and sand 49824 2,19 Rand
Sulphur 47417 2,09 Rand
Zinc 41090 1,81 $ Yes £
Manganese ore 24558 1,08 $

Salt 21007 0,92 Rand
Silica 17681 0,78 Rand
Coal: anthracite 13682 0,60 Rand Price control
Nickel 12303 0,54 $ Yes £
Iron ore: magnetite 11321 0,50 Rand

Tin 10422 0,46 £ Yes £
Asbestos 6589 0,29 Rand
Gypsum 6017 0,26 Rand
Andalusite 5996 0,26 Rand
Titanium 5936 0,26 $

Total oftop 20 2244433 98,70

Total of all local revenue 2273955*

Revenue covered % oftotal
by futures RI000's local
marketst revenue

$ Nil Nil
£ 200408 8,81

Total 200408 8,81

% of total
Revenue determined RlOOO's local

in§ revenue

$ 83887 3,69
£ 147015 6,47
R 2013531 88,54

Total 2244433 98,70

TABLE VIII
LOCAL REVENUE FOR 1983

(a) Top 20Minerals

* Excludes aggregate and sand.

(b) Futures Markets

t On the assumption that the LME is used for copper

(c) Earnings

§On the assumption that all miscellaneous revenue is determined in rands

(d) Price Control

RIOOO's
% of total

local
revenue

Price control 1469222 64,61
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Fig. 14 - Local revenue covered by futures markets

important market for South Africa. Table VIII (c) lists the
currencies used to determine the local rand price (after a
suitable exchange rate was applied). As shown in Fig. 15,
the bulk of the revenue (88,5 per cent) is determined in
rands, with lesser amounts in dollars (3,7 per cent) and
sterling (6,5 per cent). A very large proportion of local
revenue (64,6 per cent) comes from commodities that are
price controlled. These are bituminous coal, anthracite,
and phosphates.

In summary, this section shows that South Africa
produces a wide range of mineral commodities and that,
according to 1983 statistics, approximately 75 per cent of
these commodities had 40 to 100 per cent of their revenues
derived from exports. Exports accounted for 85,8 per cent
of the revenue, mostly priced in dollars and sterling.

Fig. 15- Currency in which local revenue is determined

Futures markets were available to cover 73,9 per cent of all
the revenue. A total of 10,2 per cent of the local revenue
was determined from overseas prices converted at the
appropriate exchange rates.

Economic Risks

The mining industry has always made investments in
time and money to evaluate, control, and reduce the risks
inherent in the costs of mining operations. Theoretically,
the reduction of risk on the revenue side is not so easy
because the mineral producer is not in control of all the
aspects that contribute to revenue. The two areas outside
the mining operation that affect revenue are commodity
prices and exchange rates. However, in some instances,
products are sold on the Qasis of producer prices or in a
strong sellers' market, so that over some periods of time the
producer can exert greater control over a commodity price.

Apart from the revenue aspects, exchange rates can
affect costs in several areas: in shipping costs, which are
normally expressed in dollars and affect the producer when
he sells c.i.f.; in repayment of the principal and interest on
foreign currency loans; in the payment for imported capital
goods; and, where smelting and refining costs are calcu-
lated in one currency, in the conversion to a second
currency, for deduction from revenue.

Commodity Prices

The simple representation given in Fig. 16 contains most
of the logical possibilities that need to be considered in an
examination of commodity prices.

As shown earlier, nine mineral commodities produced
by South Africa have forward markets in dollars or sterling:
gold, silver, platinum, palladium, copper, zinc, nickel, tin,
and lead. No such markets exist for the other commodities.

There are three ways in which sales can be handled:
based on spot prices, based on producer prices, and based
on term contracts. The main producer prices are for
platinum-group metals, zinc, nickel, and antimony concen-

Fig. 16 - Revenues by markets and source of commodity price
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trates. For platinum-group metals there can be wide varia-
tions between the producer price and the spot price, the
spot price being far more volatile. However, with zinc, the
producer price is usually a damped and lagging version of
the spot price.

Certain commodities are nearly always sold at spot
prices, e.g. gold, silver, and other metals covered by
futures markets and not sold at producer prices. Many of
the others are sold on term contracts, which usually do not
exceed 12 months. Some of the base metals, copper for
example, are sold on term contracts in which the price is
based on spot prices. Most producers selling on term
contracts also sell a percentage in the spot market so as to
be able to monitor market trends. In times of rising prices,
the producer prefers to sell larger percentages on the spot
market or on short-term contracts, and vice versa in times
of falling prices.

Exports are based on prices set in the world markets, and
for some commodities the price and currency can vary from
country to country. However, prices for local sales can be
based on overseas prices converted at the appropriate
exchange rate or upon a locally derived price.

The futures markets are used by producers to hedge risk
in the commodity price. The reduction of this risk when
there is no futures market is based on the degree of under-
standing of overseas and local markets, on the trends in
sales volumes and prices, and on the negotiating skills of
the producer's marketing department.

Futures Markets
Where a futures market exists, a futures contract can be

entered into that is a specific commitment to deliver or
receive a specific quantity of a standardized commodity at a
set time in the future and at a price that is determined on a
futures exchange in open auction2. All that is created by the
contract is an obligation to deliver or accept the commodity
on the contractual date. No goods change hands when the
contract is established.

These futures contracts cost money. When the contract is
taken out, a deposit, referred to as the initial margin, has to
be provided. This amount and its derivation vary from
commodity to commodity. In addition, at the end of each
trading day, the contract is marked to market by a
comparison of the closing spot value of the contract with
the set future value. If the resultant discrepancy is in the
holder's favour, he receives a sum equal to that difference.
Conversely, if there is an inherent loss, the deficit has to be
made good before the next day's trading.

Although the futures markets, especially the LME, are
used by traders, producers, and fabricators, who are the
ultimate buyers or sellers of physical material, the major
portion of the business is in paper hedging transactions. In
a hedging transaction, contracts are closed out before the
maturity date so that the commodity is not handled in
physical form. In the case of gold, it would not be possible
for a South African company to deliver since all gold sales
are handled by the Reserve Bank.

Business on a futures market is carried out through a
dealer or a broker. For gold, the contract may either be
placed as a principal-to-principal deal with a foreign bank
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or registered bullion dealer, or be conducted through a
brokerage firm on a futures exchange. Under the former
arrangement, the cost of the contract is handled through a
letter of credit and a credit limit is placed below which no
variation margin is required.

To operate in the futures markets on Comex, the pro-
ducer has to go through a registered broker. The initial
margin can be paid in treasury bonds or bills and can there-
fore earn interest. The daily variation margin has to be
settled in cash, and funds to meet these margins are usually
raised in the Eurodollar market. A disadvantage of this
market is the time difference between South Africa and
New York.

For any commodity, futures contracts for set maturity
dates trade at different prices. It is called a contango
market where successive contracts trade at a premium to
the one before, the premium being related to the cost of
carrying the commodity. This can be based on interest rates
in the case of gold, or on storage and insurance charges in
the case of base metals. The premium also varies with
supply and demand, and with investor expectations.

In a backwardation market, successive contracts trade at
a discount to the previous one. This generally occurs only
when there is a severe shortage of physical supply3.

What is the reward for operating in the futures markets?
The producer can lock into the current price, which he will
receive together with the premium or contango. If the
contract was placed on Comex, the proceeds are received
when the contract is closed out. On the LME, the proceeds
are received on the maturity date of the original contract. If
the price falls, the producer is better off than he would have
been, but, if the commodity price rises, he receives less
revenue than he would have received if he had stayed out of
the market. The futures contract price is locked in because,
to close out, the producer purchases a matching contract,
resulting in a profit or loss that will be matched by the loss
or profit from the sale of the physical material. If the
contract is closed out before sale of the commodity, the
producer is re-exposing himself to commodity price risk.

Options Markets
The alternative to operating in the futures markets is to

use the options market, thereby ensuring a minimum price
rather than locking in a fixed future price. One attraction of
the use of options is that the cost of the option is pre-deter-
mined whereas the cost of the futures contract is not known
until it is closed out.

In the options market, a producer can insure against the
risk of a falling price by taking out a put-option. This gives
the holder the right, but not the obligation, to sell the
commodity at a stated price (the strike price) at an agreed
time in the future. The cost, or premium, ofthis put-option
depends upon many factors, but essentially it is a function
of the supply and demand for options at any particular
time. The details of the intrinsic value and time value
components of the premium are not discussed here.

If the commodity price drops below his strike price, the
producer can exercise his option. If the price drops below
his strike price minus the premium, he is better off than if
he had not taken the option. If the price rises, he does not



exercise the option and his only cost is the premium. The
premium is the insurance paid to protect against a falling
price.

In the same way that futures contracts concern the selling
or buying of a commodity, the opposite of the put-option is
the call-option. A call-option gives the holder the right, but
not the obligation, to buy a specified amount of the
commodity. A standard hedging tactic is for the producer
to sell the call-option and receive the premium. Here,
however, it is up to the other party, and not the producer to
exercise the option.

Simultaneous placing of put- and call-options enables the
producer to lock into a gold price zone and cover the cost of
his put-option with the premium payment from the call-
option. Effectively, this means that he will at least receive
the lowest price of the zone but can lose any increase above
the top end.

There are two types of options available: the American
option, in which the producer has the right to exercise the
option at any stage during the life of the contract; and the
European option, in which the option can be exercised only
at the end of the contract. The latter is cheaper but the
American option is more flexible.

Only gold options are available on Comex, with silver to
be offered in 1985. On the LME, options are available for
all metals with futures markets.

In the case of gold, the mining houses are limited by the
South African Reserve Bank as to the total amount of gold
that can be placed in the futures or options markets. This
amount is usually expressed as a percentage of annual
production. In the case of other metals, the amounts that
can be covered are by approval of the South African
Reserve Bank on a case-by-case basis.

As part of their management -of-price risk, the producers
of mineral commodities can be both buyers and sellers on
the futures markets.

Currencies

The second area of risk in the earning of revenue is in the
conversion of foreign currencies to rands. Revenue in rand
terms drops as the rand strengthens against the relevant
currency. If the producer has foreign commitments and the
rand weakens, the cost in rand terms increases.

It is possible to have a situation in which revenue is calcu-
lated in sterling and converted to dollars, and the treatment
costs are in marks and converted to dollars, the net dollar
amount being paid by the processor to the producer. In this
case, where other exchange rates are involved, extra know-
ledge of these rates is required for the evaluation of the risk
and the taking of the appropriate action.

Three tools are available to management: forward
currency transactions, trading of currency options, and
money market hedges.

Forward Currency Transactions
The forward currency transaction is one in which the

producer undertakes to sell or buy a currency at a future
date. The difference between the spot exchange rate and
the forward exchange rate is derived from the difference in
interest rates between the two countries. For example, at

present the forw!ifd rand/dollar rate stands at a discount
because interest rates are higher in South Africa than in the
U.S.A. This condition gives an advantage to the exporter.
If the forward rate were at a premium, it would favour the
importer.

Gold producers are allowed to cover varying percentages
of their expected dollar proceeds. The percentage depends
on the period, up to 3 months, 3 to 6 months, and 6 to 12
months being the periods used.

In other commodities there are no restrictions, and it is
up to management to decide on the percentage of revenue
to be covered. Similarly, there are no restrictions on the
amount of cover that can be taken out for liabilities in
foreign currencies.

There is no immediate cost attached to a forward
exchange contract. The contract can be closed out at any
time up to maturity by the buying or selling of a matching
contract for maturity at the same date as the original
contract. The profit or loss, which accrues only at maturity
date, is known when the matching contract is obtained,
being calculated from the difference in the forward
exchange rates applying at maturity.

Currency Options
In the same way that options are available for some

commodities, currency options can be traded, and they
work in the same way. At present, the market is 'thin' for
rands and the premiums are too high to be attractive, but
this will change with time.
Money Market Hedge

The third available currency tool is the money market
hedge, which takes advantage of differences in interest
rates between South Africa and overseas3. If the producer
is forecasting a strengthening rand and is expecting revenue
from his exports at a future date, he can borrow money
overseas against the security of his shipment and invest it in
South Africa at a higher rate of interest. The loan principal
and interest are paid off from the receipt of foreign
currency from the export sales. According to the present
regulations, this revenue would have to be repatriated and
the necessary amount to cover the loan repurchased at the
same time. Under these circumstances, the producer has
hedged against any change in the exchange rate, and
forward rates do not enter the calculation4.

As forward rates are seldom in equilibrium with interest
rates, the choice between a forward contract and a money
market hedge should always be examined. One advantage
of the latter is that it provides working capital.

Trends in Commodity Prices and Exchange Rates
Over a period of time, the strength of a currency depends

on the economy's performance compared with that of its
trading partners. The theory of purchasing-power parity
between two countries provides a workable basis for the
direct calculation of trends in currency exchange rates from
the differences in the corresponding inflation rates of the
two countries. Within this general trend, there are many
other factors that affect the exchange rate and cause move-
ments away from the theoretical line. Krige5 has made a
study of the rand against several currencies.
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Fig. 17 shows the rand/dollar exchange rate from 1966,
the purchasing power, and the percentage by which the
rand was over- or under-valued. The starting date for
parity was taken as the beginning of 1966, and the South
African consumer price index was used as a deflator. The
choice of 1966 and of the consumer price index are open to
question, but they are acceptable here as they serve to
demonstrate the points raised later. Exchange rates against
other currencies have not been studied but will show
different patterns5.

Fig. 18 gives smoothed graphs for 1973 to 1983 showing,
in real terms, gold prices indexed to January 1984 in both
dollars and rands, together with the percentage over- or
under-valuation of the rand as taken from Fig. 17. Consist-
ently, the maxima and minima on the rand price graph lead
the dollar price graph, and, apart from the last minimum
over the period when the rand was free to move against the
dollar, the over- and under-valuation lagged the movement
in the dollar price index. This shows that the gold mines lost
revenue during periods of peak gold price and gained
slightly during periods of Iow gold prices. The important
factor is that the gold price has been the trigger to move-
ments in exchange rates, and that these movements have

20.00

-0.00

-20.00

lagged because of the rest of the economy and Reserve
Bank control. The graphs show that the gold price has been
increasing in real terms over the past 10 years.

The major opportunities for management to control
revenue or dollar-based costs through forward exchange
contracts or money market hedges on the currency markets
are shown up clearly in Fig. 17. As shown in the preceding
discussion, the key to success is the correct forecasting of
movements in the dollar gold price. Within the major long-
term downward trend of the rand/dollar exchange rate are
the major movements caused by the gold price and, in turn,
there are much shorter-term movements that are not
evident on the graph. These can last for a few months or
weeks, down to days or even hours, and all provide an
opportunity for active management of financial resources.

Like the graphs in Fig. 18, those in Figs. 19 to 26 were
drawn from smoothed monthly figures, the values being
converted to real terms by the use of the South African and
V.S. consumer price indices.

Fig. 19 shows that the graphs for silver follow the same
general relationship as those for gold (Fig. 18), except that
the two graphs for silver are more similar in shape. The
trend is roughly horizontal, except for the strong peaks.
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Manganese price in current and real terms

Platinum (Fig. 20) follows the gold pattern, except that
the trend appears to be slightly upwards.

Zinc (Fig. 21) shows a different pattern altogether from
those shown by the precious metals. The graphs for zinc are
similar in shape, except that since 1979 the rand price has
suffered when the dollar price has decreased at the same
time as the exchange rate has moved from under-valuation
towards over-valuation. Since 1978 the trend in rand terms
has been level, while in dollar terms it has tended to fall.
Zinc is an example of how rand prices fall because of the
strength of the gold price.

Nickel (Fig. 22) is the first commodity not to show a good
correlation between the graphs. The lack of correlation is
due largely to the effects of over- and under-valuation of
the rand. In rand terms, the price has remained steady, but
in dollar terms it has been weak over the past few years.

For bituminous coal (Fig. 23), the graphs follow the same
general pattern, and the major deviations are again caused
by changes between under- and over-valuation of the rand.
The price trend has been upwards.

Supply and demand are largely beyond the control of
management, but tools are available for management to
maximize revenues in the other two areas. Maximize does
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Forcopper,tin, and lead (Figs. 24 to 26), the overseas
price is in sterling, and therefore the over- and under-
valuation graphs are not included. For all these commod-
ities, the correlation between the graphs is good, except
perhaps for tin, where the rand price has had periods of
greater strength and a cartel has been operating that
inhibits free price movements. Copper has been trending
downwards since 1974. Tin is trendless, and lead has been
weakening.

Several conclusions can be drawn from the graphs shown
in Figs. 18 to 26.
(1) The under- or over-valuation of the rand is linked to

the real-terms dollar price for gold, except that it lags
slightly. There is evidence that, since September 1973
with the freely moving rand, this lag effect has
disappeared.

(2) Generally, the trends and patterns of commodity
prices in real terms are similar in the international
currency quoted and in rands.

(3) The trends for precious metals, all quoted in dollars,
show similar patterns.

(4) For base metals quoted in dollars, the changes in the
real-terms gold price has a definite effect on the rand
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value because of movements in the exchange rate.
The above indicates that, for purposes of project plan-

ning, the following procedure can be used in the forecasting
of commodity prices in current rand terms.
(a) Estimate the real-terms price in the currency in which

the metal is quoted internationally.
(b) Use this as the profile for the real-terms rand price. The

pattern can be altered if the gold price is forecast to
cause changes in the under- or over-valuation of the
rand.

(c) Escalate the prices to current rand terms using a suit-
able escalation factor.

Figs. 27 to 34 show monthly figures of current prices in
their internationally quoted 'currency for 8 of the 9
commodities produced by South Africa for which futures
markets are in operation. Palladium is the only commodity
not included.

With the exception of nickel, all the graphs show clearly
the opportunities that were available for the preservation
or enhancement of revenue by buying or selling on the
futures markets. Apart from silver and nickel, the sizes of
the opportunities are screened slightly by the scale on the
prIce axIs.

To complete the picture, Fig. 35 shows the prices of
bituminous coal in dollars in current and real terms plotted
quarterly. Fig. 36 shows the same for manganese except
that the figures are annual.

Conclusion

It has been stressed in this address that many sections of
the South African minerals industry are highly dependent
on exports or on prices calculated in foreign currencies. As
a result, rand revenues are dependent on overseas prices
and exchange rates, as well as on market supply and
demand.

not refer only to increased revenue, but also to protection
against loss of revenue as a result of adverse movements in
commodity prices or exchange rates. Protection against
movements in the commodity price is available only for
those metals with futures markets, but these are of major
importance to South Africa.

Present management policy on the use of futures markets
ranges from total abstinence to a full commitment. As
shown in this address, there are times when changes in
direction in all the commodities and in the rand/dollar
exchange rate result in significant movements over time.
The frequency of these significant events varies greatly
from commodity to commodity, but management is remiss
if it does not take advantage of the tools available when
these events do occur. For much of the time, no action at all
could be the best policy for commodities, but there will
always be action, even in the short term, in the handling of
currencies.
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